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We employ a generalized-seniority-based truncation scheme to calculate double beta decay rates in 76Ge, 82Se, ~28Te, and 13°Te, 
avoiding problems associated with other shell-model calculations and the quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA). 
Our two-neutrino matrix elements are small, reflecting a suppression mechanism first observed in the QRPA. The new results 
should be most accurate for neutrinoless decay because the closure approximation is reliable and the matrix elements less sup- 
pressed. We set limits on the Majorana mass of the neutrino that differ only by factors of two or three from those of previous 
methods, suggesting that major difficulties in predicting double beta decay are restricted to the two-neutrino process. 

The rate of  neutr inoless (0v)  nuclear  double  beta 
([3[3) decay is related to the (Ma jo rana )  mass of  the 
neutr ino by matr ix  elements  that  depend  delicately 
on the compl ica ted  structure of  the nuclei involved 
in the decay. A variety o f  techniques have been used 
in a t tempts  to calculate these matr ix  elements  and 
their  two-neutr ino (2v) counterpar ts  [ 1-5 ], with re- 
sults of  uncer ta in  accuracy. While  the work of  refs. 
[ 3-5 ] is suggestive, there is still no quant i ta t ive  un- 
ders tanding of  the seemingly very suppressed 2v de- 
cay of  rock-bound 130Te [ 6 ]. 

One many-body  method,  the quasipart ic le  r andom 
phase approx imat ion  ( Q R P A ) ,  points  [ 3 - 5 ]  to a 
suppression mechanism - the par t ic le -par t ic le  ( pp )  
component  of  the T =  0 nuclear force. But despite this 
success, the QRPA has some shortcomings.  Its equa- 
t ions violate part icle number  conservat ion,  require a 
choice between the initial  and final nuclei as the 
"ground  state" on which excited states in the inter- 
media te  o d d - o d d  nucleus are based,  and most  im- 
portantly,  become unstable for nuclear  forces not  
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much stronger than those actually assumed. This lat- 
ter fact is reflected in the rapid  var ia t ion of  calcu- 
lated matr ix  elements with the strength of  the pp 
force. Other  methods  avoid  these problems,  but  are 
deficient  in their  own ways. Shell model  calculations,  
for example,  generally have resulted in larger matr ix  
elements  than the QRPA produces,  despi te  the pre- 
sumably correct inclusion of  pp forces. Assuming that 
the observed 2v suppression in 13°Te is a real effect, 
we may surmise that  the stringent t runcat ions  im- 
posed on shell model  spaces exclude configurat ions 
responsible for the reduction.  In heavy nuclei some 
sort of  drast ic  t runcat ion is unavoidable ,  but  many  
tradi t ional  shell-model approximations,  including the 
omiss ion of  sp in -o rb i t  par tners  of  certain single-par- 
ticle orbitals  and the use o f  a weak coupling scheme 
that  selects states from separate considerat ion of  low- 
lying proton and neutron spectra, seem unsui ted for 
[3[3 transit ions.  Here, using insight from QRPA work, 
we diagonalize in a shell-model space that  should be' 
more appropr ia te  for the operators  governing [3[3 
decay. 
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In the closure approximation (about which we will 
say more shortly), the [3[3 nuclear matrix elements 
have the form 

2v MGx (cl) 

= (07-I Y~a(k ) ' t r ( l ) t+(k ) t+(1 ) lO+) ,  (1) 
k,I 

M% 

= R (  0~- I ~ H(E, rkj)~r(k).a(l) t + (k) t  + (l) 10i + ) 
k,l 

(2)  

and 

M°"=R(O~-I ~ H(E, rk.~)t+(k)t+(l)lO+), (3) 
k,I 

where 10 + ) ( 10f ~ ) ) is the ground state of the initial 
(final) nucleus, R is the nuclear radius, and H(E, rkj), 
defined in ref. [3], is an approximately 1/r "neu- 
trino potential" that includes the effects of short-range 
correlations in the wave functions. The physics be- 
hind the QRPA-induced suppression of these quan- 
tities is the following: First, the BCS procedure smears 
the nuclear Fermi surface over a relatively large num- 
ber of orbitals, representing the states in eqs. ( 1 ) -  
(3) as condensates of S-pairs ( J=0 ,  T= 1 ). Without 
any further modification, this pairing serves to open 
up the 2v decay (the effect in 0v processes is similar, 
though less pronounced) that in zeroth order is usu- 
ally completely Pauli-blocked. The decay amplitudes 
are then reduced by RPA proton-neutron correla- 
tions, which result in the admixing of 4, 8, etc. quasi- 
particles into the ground states. If the correlations are 
too strong the solutions can become unstable, indi- 
cating that the BCS state is not a good lowest order 
approximation. Unfortunately, the RPA is known to 
frequently overestimate correlations, leading to in- 
stabilities when no phase transitions are in fact 
nearby. Here we wish to incorporate the physics of 
the RPA discussed above while avoiding the difficul- 
ties associated with number non-conservation and the 
possibly false instabilities. 

All this can be accomplished within the framework 
of the shell model if spin-orbit partners are consis- 
tently included in the single-particle basis and an ap- 
propriate truncation scheme is employed. The con- 
cept of generalized seniority [7] guides us here in 
restricting the huge number of configurations al- 

lowed in large shell-model spaces. We start by replac- 
ing the BCS vacuum by a number-conserving "gen- 
eralized seniority = 0" state involving a condensate of 
J = 0  S-pairs for protons and a corresponding con- 
densate for neutrons, viz: 

I w== wv=O> = (s*~)"= (s*~):v, I o > ,  (4) 

where (p= rt, v) 

S f =  ~, 1 ( 2 j + 1 ) 1 / 2  ~J~P[~t~t]~°)t~'JyJ a (5)  
J 

creates a coherent J= 0 pair, and the a ;  are quantities 
to which we turn later. The quasiparticle correlations 
generated by the QRPA correspond to proton-neu- 
tron pairs; while the RPA equations are non-pertur- 
bative, in lowest order they mix two of these pairs 
into the BCS ground state. This is the level at which 
we work here, in a number-conserving scheme. By re- 
coupling the particles, we can represent the most gen- 
eral J= 0 + state with two proton-neutron pairs in the 
form 

Iw~=w,,=2> 

= Z C~,L ..... { [ ~ y ] ~ L ~  [v~,v,l~L~}~o~ 
klmn,L 

×(S*~)N~-'(S~) Nv '107. (6) 

The state (6) (after projecting out w = 0 pieces) has 
generalized seniority w= 2 in both neutrons and pro- 
tons. The basis for our shell-model calculations in the 
initial and final nuclei consists of all such vectors, to- 
gether with the fully paired state (4). 

Aside from our desire to mimic the QRPA, there is 
further rationale for choosing such a set. In lowest or- 
der, the ground state of an undeformed heavy even- 
even nucleus can be represented by a suitably chosen 
w~ = wv = 0 state of the form (4). The double beta de- 
cay operator changes two neutrons into two protons, 
resulting (in the same approximation) in a final-nu- 
cleus w~= wv= 2 state of the form (6). By including 
these in the basis, we are taking a step towards closing 
our space under the action of [3[3 operators. Higher 
seniority states may of course be generated from those 
with w~=wv=2, but will be mixed into the nuclear 
ground states with increasingly small amplitudes in 
nuclei (such as those considered here) that are not 
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strongly deformed. Our belief is that the dominant  
effects are produced by states with generalized sen- 
iority zero and two, and that because some of  these 
lie high in the like-particle spectrum, a weak-cou- 
pling truncation can miss important  contributions. 

To fully specify our generalized seniority basis we 
still need to determine the appropriate values of  c¢ 7 
and c~f that enter into the dominant  S-pairs. The pro- 
cedure we use is similar to one outlined in ref. [ 8 ], 
where an iteration scheme was employed to mini- 
mize the w=  0 state energy-expectation value for one 
kind of  particle, while the other was treated in a bo- 
son approximation. Here, we adjust the c~'s for pro- 
tons and neutrons simultaneously so as to find the 
min imum energy state of  the form (4). The optimal 
pairs determined in this way vary significantly from 
nucleus to nucleus, and are noticeably different in the 
initial and final nuclei in any given [3[3 decay. 

Diagonalizing in the low-seniority basis and then 
evaluating [3[5 decay amplitudes is t ime-consuming 
but straightforward. We are able to choose reasona- 
bly large single-particle spaces without neglecting 
spin-orbit  partners, and to calculate matrix elements 
of  hamiltonians and transition operators by adapting 
formulae developed earlier [ 9 ] in connection with the 
interacting boson model. We have applied the method 
to the 1313 decay o f  76Ge, 828e, 128Te, and ~3°Te. In the 
two lighter nuclei our single-particle space comprises 
the full l f -2p  shell, plus the lg9/2 and 1g7/2 orbits for 
both protons and neutrons; the resulting basis con- 
tains 561 states. In Te we include the 3 s - 2 d - l g  shell 
and the l h l l / 2  and l h9 /2  orbits, resulting in a low- 
seniority basis with 1147 states. The chief uncer- 
tainty in our calculations is the effective nucleon-nu-  
cleon force. Ideally, one would choose the effective 
interaction along with the single particle energies so 
as to optimally reproduce observables in the nuclei 
of  interest. The large number  of  orbitals we include 
makes this impractical. We have instead obtained our 
single particle levels from a Woods-Saxon well [ 10 ], 
and used as a two-body interaction a parametrized fit 
to a Reid-soft-core [ 1 1 ] (or Paris [ 12] ) G-matrix. 
Because we are dealing with open-shell nuclei and 
have obtained the single particle energies and two- 
body interaction from the different sources, there is 
a danger of  double-counting single particle effects by 
including the pro ton-neut ron  monopole -monopole  
part of  the interaction in the calculation. This latter 

piece is difficult to determine reliably, and so we have 
performed each calculation twice, once with the 
monopole -monopole  force and once without it; the 
true result probably falls somewhere between. By re- 
stricting the states in the intermediate o d d - o d d  nu- 
clei to have generalized seniority w~ = 1, wv = 1, we can 
verify that with these forces pairing gaps and giant 
Gamow-Teller  resonances are reproduced fairly well. 

The w= 1 truncation in the odd -odd  nuclei ignores 
much of  the effect of  the w = 2  components  in the 
even-even nuclei. That restriction is too severe to al- 
low reliable evaluation of  suppressed quantities like 
[3 + strength distributions and the full 2v amplitudes 
that involve intermediate-nucleus wave functions. We 
have therefore resorted to the closure approximation 
[ 1 ], both in 0v decay, where it is reliable, and in 2v 
decay, where it probably is not. Nevertheless, we 
present our 2v values (obtained with the force of  ref. 
[ 1 1] with and without the pro ton-neut ron  mono- 
pole-monopole (component)  in table 1, together with 
the shell model numbers of  ref. [ 1 ]. The current ma- 
trix elements are smaller, and the extra suppression 
we see in Te is particularly encouraging. 

As in the QRPA, we find here that the smallness of  
2,. (cl) stems from the cancellation of  a relatively mc~M 

large "pairing" matrix element by contributions from 
correlations in the wave function. For example, in 
~2STe and ~3°Te (with the monopole -monopole  
piece) approximately 80% of the wave functions have 
w=  0. If  we eliminate the other components,  we find 
in 128Te (~3°Te) a matrix element of  - 1.76 ( - 1.54). 
The states with seniority w=  2 by themselves contrib- 

Table 1 
Calculated matrix elements IM~7~ (el) I as given in eq. ( 1 ). 

76Ge 82Se 128Te 13OTe 

0.46 0.43 0.26 0.18 present work 
(with mono- 
pole proton-  
neutron 
interaction ) 

present work 
(without mon- 
opole proton-  
neutron 
interaction ) 

ref. [1] 

1.14 0.90 0.87 0.68 

2.6 1.9 2.9 3.0 
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ute an additional - 0.44 ( - 0.32 ). Interference terms 
connecting w = 0  and w = 2  states, however, contrib- 
ute + 1.94 ( + 1.68), values that are only 15% apart, 
but the effect of  which is disproportionately large in 
the final suppressed result. 

To establish a connection between the 2v closure 
matrix elements and decay lifetimes we must some- 
how determine an "average energy denominator" [ 1 ] 
d~. Using our small matrix elements we obtain the 
known experimental lifetime in 82Se [13],  1.1 X 
102°yr,with alL- between 3 and 6 MeV. In ref. [ 1 ], by 
contrast, the denominator  was taken to be 1.12A ~/2 
= 10 MeV, roughly the energy of  the giant G a m o w -  
Teller [~- resonance. But this latter prescription is not 
likely to be correct; there is no reason to assume that 
the [3 + strength distribution from the final nucleus, 
which is just as relevant to [3[3 decay, is peaked at an- 
ywhere near the energy of  the giant resonance, and in 
somewhat lighter nuclei (4STi and 54Fe, for example 
[14,15])  it is clearly concentrated at much lower 
energies. The QRPA correctly reproduces this effect 
and in [313 candidates predicts energy denominators 
considerably smaller than those obtained from the 
giant Gamow-Teller  peak. While cancellations in the 
matrix elements make it impossible to nail down dl; 
without actually calculating the full non-closure am- 
plitude, the low energy denominators extracted here 

from the data and our small matrix elements seem 
entirely reasonable. 

Amplitudes as close to zero as ours are also ob- 
viously a little uncertain. States with w=4 ,  while 
barely present in the wave functions, could alter them 
substantially. Additional uncertainties arise from 
first-forbidden decay, discussed in ref. [ 16 ]. Here we 
have found as well that liberal variations in the sin- 
gle-particle energies and effective interaction can 
cause matrix elements to change somewhat (though 
using the force of  ref. [ 12 ] makes almost no differ- 
ence), and that in particular, our insufficient knowl- 
edge of  the pro ton-neut ron  monopole -monopole  
force introduces an uncertainty. What always sur- 
vives to some degrees, however, is the cancellation 
and consequent suppression, and we accordingly take 
the smallness of  our closure matrix elements as an 
indication that we are on the right track. In 0v decay, 
to which we now turn, closure is appropriate and 
suppression less marked, and our methods should 
therefore be more reliable. 

Table 2 shows values for the 0v quantity M°Yr-  
M °v, which under the assumption geAff= 1, enters 
quadratically into the neutrinoless decay lifetime. The 
same cancellation mechanism as described above op- 
erates here, cancellation mechanism as described 
above operates here, but is less effective. In 76Ge, for 

Table 2 
Calculated matrix elements [ MOT -- l~ ' /F0V Ov l as given in eqs. (2) and ( 3 ). 

76Ge SZSe t28Te t 3OTe 

3.3 1.8 4.5 3.7 present work 
(with monopole proton- 
neutron interaction) 

present work 5.0 3.7 
(without monopole pro- 
ton-neutron interaction ) 

ref. [ 1 ] 5.5 4.4 

ref. [3] 1.6 1.2 
a]  = - 4 0 5  (MeVfm 3) 

ref. [4] 4.8 4.4 

T~/2Xm2,. (yreV 2) 9.2X1024 7.3X1024 
present work 
(with monopole proton- 
neutron interaction) 

6.3 5.7 

6.7 6.8 

3.5 3.1 

4.4 

1.8X 102s 

3.8 

I.Ix1024 
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ins tance,  the  con t r ibu t ions  wi th  the  p r o t o n - n e u t r o n  

m o n o p o l e  t e r m  o f  the  w = 0, pure  w:/: 0, and interfer-  

ence  t e rms  are  - 5.0, - 1.3, and  + 3.1, respect ively.  

Because  the  resul t ing amp l i t udes  are larger, we ex- 

pec t  ou r  n u m b e r s  to be less sens i t ive  to changes  in 

the  ca lcula t ion;  the  r educed  effect o f  the  m o n o p o l e -  

m o n o p o l e  force conf i rms  this suspicion.  O u r  p resen t  

va lues  lie be tween  those  o f  ref. [3]  and  ref. [4 ] ,  

t hemse lves  in reasonably  good  a g r e e m e n t  wi th  each  

other .  We conc lude  f r o m  the var ie ty  o f  ca lcu la t ions  

p roduc ing  s imi la r  results  that  these neu t r ino less  am-  

p l i tudes  are well  d e t e r m i n e d  to wi th in  a fac tor  2 or  3; 

a neu t r i no -mass  l imit ,  therefore ,  can be ex t rac ted  to 

wi th in  the same  factor.  

T h e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  p resen ted  above  appea r  to be 

reasonable.  We have  incorpora ted  in a parameter - f ree  

she l l -mode l  d iagona l i za t ion  the physics  obse rved  in 

Q R P A  work  whi le  a v o i d i n g  errors  i n t r o d u c e d  by the  

ex t r eme  col lec t iv i ty  and  n u m b e r  n o n - c o n s e r v a t i o n  

r equ i r ed  in that  me thod .  The  t r o u b l e s o m e  order -of -  

m a g n i t u d e  uncer ta in t i e s  in 1313 decay,  now clearly a 

re f lec t ion  o f  cancel la t ion ,  seem res t r ic ted  to the  2v 

process.  Neu t r ino le s s  doub le  be ta  decay  is the mos t  

sens i t ive  avai lab le  test for M a j o r a n a  neu t r i no  mass,  

and  the  work  p resen ted  here  suggests that  the  rele- 

v a n t  nuc lea r  ma t r ix  e l emen t s  can be  accura te ly  

de t e rmined .  

Th is  work  was suppor t ed  by the U S  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  

Energy u n d e r  Con t rac t  No.  D E - F G 0 3 - 8 8 E R 4 0 3 9 7  

and by the Na t iona l  Science F o u n d a t i o n  under  Gran ts  

Nos.  P H Y 8 5 - 0 5 6 8 2 ,  P H Y 8 6 - 0 4 1 9 7 ,  and  P H Y 8 6 -  

17198. 
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